
Protein–RNA recognition plays an important role in

gene expression and regulation. The study of

protein–RNA interactions is the focus of structural and

computational biology research. Thanks to recent fast

progress, the structural data from X-ray crystallography

and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy

have covered all major classes of protein–RNA complex-

es [1], which makes it possible for us to try to study the

general features of protein–RNA interactions.

It has been proved that several noncovalent interac-

tions, such as base-specific hydrogen bonds and nonpolar

contacts, are essential for protein–RNA binding speci-

ficity [2]. As a kind of noncovalent interaction, cation–pi

bonding has been gradually recognized as an important

type of intra- and inter-molecular interaction. It has been

reported that cation–pi interactions can be very strong in

biomolecular systems [3-5]. In some cases, they are even

comparable to electrostatic interactions, van der Waals

interactions, and hydrogen bonds [6]. They make consid-

erable contributions to the folding and stability of pro-

teins [7-9] and specific molecular recognition [10-15].

Therefore, cation–pi interactions have non-negligible

importance and have been considered as one of the major

forces for molecular recognition [3, 16, 17].

In recent years, much attention has been paid to the

study of cation–pi interactions in protein, protein–pro-

tein, and protein–DNA complexes. For protein and pro-

tein–protein complexes, cation–pi interactions have

been found to be critical for execution of function of

many kinds of biosystems, such as ion channels [18], G-

protein-coupled receptors [19], transporters [10, 13], and

enzymes [20]. Gallivan and Dougherty [21] made statis-

tical analyses for a dataset of 68 proteins and found that as

the cationic group, the side chain of Arg takes part in

cation–pi interactions twice as often as that of Lys.

Additionally, it has been proved that the electrostatic

energies of cation–pi pairs determine their trends in

binding ability [22]. For protein–DNA complexes,
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cation–pi interactions exist widely at their interfaces [23,

24]. Wintjens [23] and Gromiha [24] found that there are

different preferences for different amino acid residues

and DNA bases in forming cation–pi interactions. Arg

and Lys, providing cationic groups, are observed to be

more favorable for cation–pi interactions than Asn and

Gln. Gua and Ade, providing aromatic rings, are more

favorable than Cyt and Thy. Additionally, for the bicyclic

bases, Gua and Ade, nearly 90% of the cation–pi interac-

tions are formed through their 5-atom rings.

For protein–RNA complexes, there are few works

concerning the general features of cation–pi interactions

at interfaces. Recently, one published work regarding the

statistical properties of cation–pi interactions at 48 pro-

tein–RNA interfaces appeared [25]. Besides relatively

fewer structures of protein–RNA complexes, the similar

component unit of RNA and DNA, we think, is another

reason for this status. Currently, structural data on pro-

tein–RNA complexes have increased greatly, and it has

become possible for us to try to study the general features

of protein–RNA interactions. Additionally, although

RNA is similar to DNA in sequence, they are dramatical-

ly different in overall structure. DNA is usually a perfect

double-stranded helical molecule, while the structure of

RNA is more complicated. In some cases, RNA is a sin-

gle-stranded molecule, but in most cases (especially in

the ribosome) RNA structures are constructed by perfect

or distorted A-helices and short single-stranded regions.

Their difference in structure may result in the differences

in their participation in cation–pi interactions with pro-

tein.

In this work, we analyzed the cation–pi interactions

for 282 non-redundant protein–RNA interfaces. First,

we performed ab initio quantum mechanics calculations

on Na+–RNA base complexes. The results yielded a

comparison of the magnitude of cation–pi interactions

for the four different bases, using benzene (Benz) as a ref-

erence molecule. Then the potential cation–pi interac-

tions were identified, and empirical energy calculations

were done to compare the trends of binding energies for

different cation–pi pairs. We found several differences in

cation–pi interactions between protein–DNA interfaces

and protein–RNA interfaces. This work is helpful in

understanding of the physical nature of cation–pi inter-

actions at protein–RNA interfaces.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ab initio calculations for interaction energies of

Na+–RNA base complexes. To get a basic understanding

of cation–pi interactions involving RNA bases, the bind-

ing strengths were first investigated for Na+–RNA base

complexes with the Na+–Benz complex used as a refer-

ence. The Gaussian 03 suite of programs [26] was used for

ab initio computations. Initial geometries of molecular

fragments such as the benzene and isolated aromatic rings

of Ade, Cyt, Gua, and Ura RNA bases were built and

optimized at the HF (Hartree–Fock) level. A methyl

group was used to replace the main chain and was

attached to the N1 atom of Cyt and Ura, and to the N9 of

Gua and Ade.

The Na+ was approached towards the center of the

aromatic ring perpendicularly to the molecular plane.

The distance between Na+ and the aromatic ring was

taken as dNa+. Both rings of bicyclic bases (Ade, Gua) were

considered, respectively. For each case the interaction

energy was calculated at HF/6-31G** level on a one-

dimensional grid of nine points corresponding to dis-

tances  dNa+ ranging from 2 to 6 Å. With the approach of

Na+ to the aromatic ring, the geometry of the aromatic

system was not optimized, but it was frozen at its initial

optimized equilibrium geometry. The value of  dNa+ that

minimizes the interaction energy is dmin-Na+. This method

has been used in the study of cation–pi interactions at

protein–DNA complexes [23].

Afterwards, Na+–aromatic interaction energy maps

were computed by moving the Na+ in a plane parallel to

the aromatic ring at the fixed distance dmin-Na+. We obtained

each map by interpolating the interaction energy calcu-

lated at the nodes of a square lattice of 100 × 100 points

corresponding to the positions of the Na+ in the plane

parallel to the aromatic ring. The square lattice was cen-

tered on the barycenter of the aromatic system and the

square size of 8 × 8 Å was used. Interaction energy calcu-

lations were performed using the DFT (Density

Functional Theory) method with the larger 6-31++G**

basis set and were corrected for the BSSE (Basis Set

Superposition Error) by using the standard function

counterpoise method. The interaction energy ∆EDFT was

calculated as follows:

∆EDFT = E(A–B) – E(A; A–gB) – E(B; gA–B),  (1)

where E(A–B) is the energy of the A–B complex, and

E(A; A–gB) is the energy of the isolated molecule A cal-

culated in the presence of ghost B, which is defined by its

basis set functions but does not contain any electron or

proton.

Definition of cation–pi interactions. A geometric def-

inition of cation–pi interactions, used in a previous study

for protein–DNA interactions [23], was adopted to

detect potential cation–pi interactions at protein–RNA

interfaces. This definition, consisting of a distance and an

angle criterion, is illustrated in Fig. 1. First the atoms of

amino acids that carry the positive charge (CZ and CD

for Arg, NZ and CE for Lys) or the partial positive charge

(NE2 and CD for Gln, ND2 and CG for Asn) [21, 23, 24]

are denoted by p. The atoms of aromatic rings that are

spatially closest to these positively charged atoms are

marked with π. The distance criterion is that the distance

d between the atoms p and π cannot be larger than 4.5 Å.
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The role of the angle criterion is to ensure that the positive

charge is located above the plane of the aromatic ring

rather than in that plane. For this purpose, the angle

between vector P and N cannot be larger than that formed

by vector N and (N + R). The vectors P, R, and N all have

the center c of the aromatic ring as the start point. P links

c with the positive charged atoms p, R contains the ring

atom π, and its length is twice the largest distance between

c and the atoms of the ring, while N is normal to the ring

and its length equals the distance between p and π.

Empirical energy calculations of cation–pi interaction

energy. To obtain an energy analysis of cation–pi interac-

tions at protein–RNA interfaces, we performed empirical

energy calculations on different cation–pi pairs and com-

pared their formation trends. The Amber 10 force field

[27] was used to compute the cation–pi interaction ener-

gy.

Although empirical methods cannot provide an

accurate energy calculation for the cation–pi interaction,

it can still give the trend in the interaction energy [21].

Therefore, we used the empirical energy calculation to

estimate the binding energy ∆Etotal of different cation–pi

pairs:

∆Etotal = ∆Eele +∆Evdw. (2)

The empirical energy includes electrostatic and van der

Waals’ interaction energies. The electrostatic interaction

energy ∆Eele was computed as follows [28]:

∆Eele = Σ(322qiqj/εrij), (3)

where qi and qj are the charges of atoms i and j, respec-

tively, and rij is the distance between them. The distance-

dependent dielectric constant (ε = rij) is used to take

account of the dielectric damping effect of the Coulomb

interactions. The van der Waals’ energy (∆Evdw) was com-

puted as follows [29]:

∆Evdw = ΣΣ εij [(rm,ij / rij)
12 –

i   j

– 2(rm,ij / rij)
6] if rij � 0.89 × rm,ij, (4)

∆Evdw = ΣΣ 10.0 × (1 – rij /(0.89 × rm,ij))
i j

if rij < 0.89 × rm,ij , (5)

where rm,ij is the sum of the Lennard–Jones radii of atoms

i and j of the two interactive molecules, rij is the distance

between the two atoms, εij is the square root of the prod-

uct of the well depths, ∆Evdw is continuous at rij = 0.89 rm,ij.

Protein–RNA interaction data set. We selected a data

set of 282 non-redundant protein–RNA interactions

from reference [30] for the analysis of cation–pi interac-

tions between nucleic acid base rings and positively

charged groups of Lys and Arg and partially charged

groups of Asn and Gln. The coordinates of all the pro-

tein–RNA complex structures are taken from the PDB

(Protein Data Bank) [31].

Comparison of the datasets used in this work and the

published article. It is noted that there are some differ-

ences between the datasets used in this work and the ref-

erence [25]. First, in reference [25] no NMR structures

were accepted, while they are included in ours. Second,

only crystal structures with resolution of 2.0 Å or better

are accepted in theirs, while the resolution of structures

are not concerned in ours. Finally, polypeptides and

polyribonucleotides are required to be longer than 20

amino acids and 5 nucleotides, respectively, in theirs,

while in ours only polyribonucleotides are guaranteed to

be longer than 5 nucleotides. As a result, our dataset con-

tains 282 protein–RNA interactions (from 144 pro-

tein–RNA complexes) and theirs is composed of 59 pro-

tein–RNA complexes with only 13 complexes shared in

both datasets. It is clear that ours contains more struc-

tures, while theirs includes the structures with higher res-

olutions. Although there are some differences between

the two datasets, most of the results are similar. With the

development of protein–RNA complex structure study,

we believe that more and more structures with higher res-

olution will be obtained, which will be helpful for the rea-

sonability and reliability of statistical analyses on pro-

tein–RNA interactions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ab initio energy calculations on Na+–RNA base com-

plexes. Before the analysis of cation–pi pairs at pro-

tein–RNA interfaces, we studied the energy of

Fig. 1. Geometric criteria used to detect potential cation–pi

interactions between positively charged groups and aromatic pi-

systems. Point p and π denote the cationic charge and the atom of

the aromatic cycle that is closest to p, respectively; the distances

d between them are not larger than 4.5 Å. Point c is the center of

the ring. The vectors N, P, and R all have the center c as the start

point. P links c with the positive charge p, R contains the ring

atom π, and its length is twice the largest.

р

d

π

с
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Na+–RNA base complexes as a function of the distance

dNa+ between Na+ and the center of the aromatic ring, and

we compared the result with that obtained for Na+–Benz

complexes (Fig. 2). Gua(5), Ade(5) and Gua(6), Ade(6)

represent the 5-atom and 6-atom rings of Gua and Ade,

respectively. During this process the Na+ will approach

along the axes passing through the centers of different

rings and perpendicular to the planes. This distance

changes from 6 to 2 Å. The interaction energies were

computed at the HF level using the 6-31G** basis set and

were corrected for the basis set superposition error BSSE

(see “Materials and Methods”). From Fig. 2, it is evident

that for all the aromatic rings, there exist a minimum in

the interaction energy curve at a value of dNa+ close to

2.5 Å. At this distance, interaction energy maps were cal-

culated for Na+–RNA base and Na+–Benz complexes

(Fig. 3) according to Eq. (1) with the Na+ located at the

nodes of an 8 × 8 Å square lattice lying in a plane parallel

to the aromatic ring at the distance of 2.5 Å.

From Fig. 3, the Na+–Benz energy map is symmet-

ric with energy minimum above the center of the ring.

However, Na+–RNA base energy maps are asymmetric

and much more complex due to the strong disturbance of

heteroatoms. The energy minima tend to be localized

above electronegative heteroatoms: the atoms N1, N3,

and N7 for Ade, O2 and O4 for Ura, O6 and N7 for Gua,

and O2 and N3 for Cyt. This suggests the importance of

the electrostatic interactions in Na+–RNA base com-

plexes. Although the energy minima are transferred rela-

tive to the ring center, the interactions still remain favor-

able with energies ranging from about –10 to

–20 kcal/mol for Ade, Gua, and Cyt, and –10 to

0 kcal/mol for Ura. Additionally, it can be seen that the

regions above the methyl groups show unfavorable energy.

This is caused by the repulsive steric clashes between the

Na+ and the hydrogen atoms attached to the methyl.

We extracted the interaction energy values between

different aromatic rings and Na+ located over the centers

of the rings from Fig. 3, and these values are shown in Fig.

4. The interaction energy for Gua(5) is similar to that for

Ade(6), with the values of –19.83 and –19.20 kcal/mol,

respectively, which are the lowest among all the rings of

RNA bases. And for Ade(5), Gua(6), and Cyt, the inter-

action energies are similar to each other, with values of

–15.27, –14.77, and –14.31 kcal/mol, respectively. The

ring having the least favorable interaction energy with

Na+ is Ura, –4.25 kcal/mol. As a comparison, the inter-

action energy for Na+–Benz is about –23 kcal/mol.

These results reflect the different trends (Eq. (6)) for dif-

ferent aromatic rings to form cation–pi interactions with

Na+ over their centers:

–∆EDFT {Benz > Gua(5) ≈ Ade(6) > 

> Ade(5) ≈ Gua(6) ≈ Cyt > Ura}.             (6)

This trend agrees with a previous study [23] of cation–pi

interactions at protein–DNA interfaces for the common

bases. To compare the trends of Ura and Thy to form

cation–pi interactions with Na+, we calculated the inter-

action energy between Thy and Na+ using the same

method. The result is –3.32 kcal/mol, and the correspon-

ding energy for Ura is –4.25 kcal/mol, which suggests

that Ura might be more favorable for forming cation–pi

interactions. The main difference between Ura and Thy is

the atom attached to atom C5: a methyl in Thy and a

hydrogen in Ura. The electrostatic clash between methyl

and Na+ is stronger than that between hydrogen and Na+,

which is the main reason for the energy difference.

Statistical analysis of cation–pi interactions at pro-

tein–RNA interfaces. We performed a statistical analysis

of cation–pi interactions at the 282 non-redundant pro-

tein–RNA interfaces. The potential cation–pi interac-

tions between positively charged amino acid side chains

and RNA bases were identified by the distance and angle

criteria defined in “Materials and Methods”. The occur-

rence frequencies of cation–pi interactions involving dif-

ferent bases and amino acids are listed in Table 1. We

identified 428 cation–pi interactions at these interfaces,

and found that 55% of the interfaces contain at least one

potential cation–pi interaction between a positively

charged residue (Arg or Lys) and an RNA base. If Asn and

Gln residues are also considered, this percentage will rise

to 65%. This indicates the cation–pi interaction is very

common at protein–RNA interfaces. In protein–DNA

complexes [23], the corresponding percentages are 59

and 71%, respectively, that seem a little higher than those

at protein–RNA interfaces. It should be noted that our

Fig. 2. Interaction energies of Na+–RNA base complexes comput-

ed at HF/6-31G** (BSSE) level. d Na
+ is the distance between the

Na+ and the center of the aromatic ring of the RNA base. Gua(5),

Ade(5) and Gua(6), Ade(6) represent the 5-atom and 6-atom rings

of Gua and Ade, respectively. The Na+–Benz complex is used as a

reference.
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Fig. 3. Interaction energy maps computed by the DFT-B3LYP method at the B3LYP/6-31++G** (BSSE) level for the four Na+–RNA base

complexes and Na+–Benz. The Na+ is placed on a plane parallel to the ring and the distance between the plane and ring is 2.5 Å.
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statistics is for interfaces, not for complexes that were

used in the protein–DNA study. Considering that one

complex may have several interfaces, this result is not dif-

ficult to understand.

From Table 1, the Arg residues are involved in about

50% of cation–pi interactions. It is the highest, followed

by Lys, Asn, and Gln involved in about 25, 15, and 10%

of cation–pi interactions, respectively. After the expected

occurrences are considered, the trend of the four residues

in forming cation–pi interactions remains the same (see

the fourth column in Table 1). The result that Arg partic-

ipates in cation–pi interactions nearly twice as often as

Lys agrees well with the situation in protein structures

[21, 32] and protein–DNA complexes [24]. A possible

reason is that there are two terminal nitrogen atoms in the

side chain of Arg, while there is only one in Lys. Nitrogen

atoms have a strong ability to attract electrons, which

makes the atoms connected to them carry positive

charges. Thus, Arg residues have a stronger protonation

capability than Lys, and therefore can form more stable

cation–pi interactions. In the protein–RNA work [25],

no significant differences were observed for Arg and Lys

in forming cation–pi interactions. The higher protona-

tion levels of Arg and Lys compared to Asn and Gln, we

think, are the main reason for the higher occurrences of

Arg and Lys than Asn and Gln. Concerning RNA bases,

Gua is observed in about 32% of the cation–pi interac-

tions, 26% for Ade, 24% for Ura, and 18% for Cyt. Thus,

the occurrence frequencies of RNA bases in cation–pi

interactions can be ranked as follows:

Freq. {Gua > Ade > Ura > Cyt}.                (7)

After the expected occurrences are taken into

account, the fourth column in Table 1 gives the propensi-

ties of RNA bases to form cation–pi interactions. We can

see that the propensities of purine bases Gua and Ade

appear to be stronger than those of pyrimidine bases Ura

and Cyt. This is consistent with the result in Fig. 4, where

it can be seen that purine bases are more favorable in

energy for forming cation–pi interactions than pyrimi-

dine bases. In reference [25], a similar result was found.

In addition, further analysis revealed that for cation–pi

pairs involving purines (Gua or Ade), 54% are formed

through 5-atom rings and 46% through 6-atom rings.

This is quite different from the situations in

protein–DNA complexes [23], where the corresponding

percentages are 90 and 10%, respectively. We know that

some ribonucleotides of RNA are unpaired, and both

rings of unpaired purines have nearly the same solvent

accessibility, forming almost the same number of

cation–pi interactions (49% through 5-atom ring and

51% 6-atom ring). However, for the paired purines in

double-stranded RNA, their 5-atom rings close to the

backbone are more accessible to the solvent than 6-atom

rings, and thus more cation–pi interactions are formed

Fig. 4. Interaction energies between different aromatic rings and

Na+ located over their centers.
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Table 1. Occurrence frequencies of cation–pi interactions involving different bases and amino acids

Occurrences/expected occurrences*

2.17

0.71

0.68

0.60

1.29

1.03

0.97

0.70

Occurrences, %

50.23

24.77

14.72

10.28

32.24

25.93

24.30

17.52

Number of occurrences

215

106

63

44

138

111

104

75

* The expected occurrences of cation–pi pairs were computed by the method used in reference [23].
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through 5-atom rings than 6-atom rings, with the per-

centages 63 and 37%, respectively. For DNA, it is usually

in a double helix conformation, and thus the 5-atom rings

of DNA purines are much more accessible to the solvent

than the 6-atom rings. Therefore, the majority of cations

are located above the 5-atom rings of DNA purine bases.

The analyses above can explain the proportion difference

of cation–pi interactions formed through the two rings of

purines between RNA and DNA. Additionally, we notice

that Ura is involved in more cation–pi interactions than

Cyt, while Eq. (6) shows that Cyt is more favorable in

energy for forming cation–pi interactions than Ura. The

reason is possibly that in Eq. (6), the Na+ is located over

the center of the ring at a distance of 2.5 Å, but in the

context of protein–RNA interfaces the cationic atoms

are not at that position in most cases. A similar situation

also appears in the study of cation–pi interactions for

protein–DNA complexes [23].

The propensities of RNA secondary structures for

cation–pi interactions. To detect the propensities of RNA

secondary structures for cation–pi interactions, we ana-

lyzed and compared the cation–pi interactions involving

paired bases and unpaired bases. It is observed that the

number of unpaired bases involved in cation–pi interac-

tions is about 2.5 times (307 : 121) more than that of the

corresponding paired ones. This phenomenon can be

explained as follows. We know that the bases located in

stacking interactions are practically inaccessible to

cations. In RNA, most paired bases are located inside

stacks, especially for the paired ones in a helix. This is

why paired bases appear to be less favorable for forming

cation–pi interactions than unpaired ones. Figure 5

shows an example of cation–pi interactions involving

unpaired and paired bases. These indicate that the struc-

ture of RNA has an important influence on cation–pi

formations. In the previous protein–RNA study, a similar

situation has been found for protein secondary structures

[25]. Hence, it is clear that the formation of cation–pi

interactions show specificity for sequence and structures.

Empirical interaction energies of different cation–pi

pairs. To further analyze and compare the stability of dif-

ferent cation–pi pairs, the empirical energy calculation

was carried out by Eq. (2) mentioned in “Materials and

Methods”, and the average energies of different

cation–pi pairs are listed in Table 2. The calculation was

limited to the cation–pi interactions involving Arg or Lys

residues because they take part in about 75% of the iden-

tified cation–pi pairs (see Table 1).

From Table 2, purine bases Ade and Gua generally

form more stable cation–pi interactions than the pyrim-

idine bases Cyt and Ura. Arg–Gua and Arg–Ade are the

two strongest cation–pi interactions, with the energy val-

ues –5.05 and –3.01 kcal/mol, respectively. The interac-

tion energies of cation–pi pairs involving Ura are weak-

er than those involving Gua or Ade. The unfavorable

interactions are Arg–Cyt and Lys–Cyt pairs, with ener-

gy values 0.86 and 0.80 kcal/mol, respectively. This trend

for RNA bases in forming cation–pi interactions with

Arg and Lys residues agrees well with the statistical result

shown in Eq. (7) and is consistent with the correspon-

ding trend obtained in reference [25]. Additionally, it is

noted that electrostatic energies contribute much more

to empirical energies of cation–pi interactions than van

der Waals’ energies, which is the same as previous studies

Fig. 5. Cation–pi interactions involving unpaired and paired bases. a) The cation–pi interaction between Arg19 of chain 7 and G124 of chain

A in protein–RNA complex 2j01. b) The cation–pi interaction between Lys9 of chain 5 and G2018 (paired with C531) of chain A in pro-

tein–RNA complex 2j01.

a                                                             b
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[21, 23, 27]. This result indicates that the electrostatic

energy contributes to the major part of cation–pi interac-

tions.

To ascertain the contributions of different cationic

groups to the formation of cation–pi interactions, we

then calculated the interaction energies of cation–pi

pairs involving different cationic groups (atoms CZ and

CD in Arg, NZ and CE in Lys). The results are shown in

Table 3. Due to unfavorable interactions, the results for

the pairs involving Cyt are not listed. From Table 3, the

contributions of CZ in Arg and NZ in Lys are much

greater than those of CD in Arg and CE in Lys. Arg

(CZ)–Gua presents the minimal energy –5.05 kcal/mol,

followed by Lys (NZ)–Gua with energy –3.42 kcal/mol.

As for the atoms CD and CE, the minimal energies are

–0.52 and –1.06 kcal/mol, respectively. One reason for

the difference in contributions of different cationic

groups may be from the amount of positive charge carried

by cationic groups. Atoms CZ and NZ carry most of the

positive charge of Arg and Lys, respectively. The cationic

groups bearing more positive charge will provide a

stronger electrostatic energy. Overall, the result indicates

that the cationic groups are very important in determin-

ing the size of cation–pi interactions.

In this work, cation–pi interactions at 282 pro-

tein–RNA interfaces were systematically analyzed. We

found that there are cation–pi interactions in 65% of the

interfaces. The statistical analyses indicate that accord-

ing to the propensities to form cation–pi interactions,

amino acids are ranked as Arg > Lys > Asn > Gln and

bases are ranked as Gua > Ade > Ura > Cyt. The empir-

ical energy calculations also produce the same trends

and show that electrostatic energy contributes to the

major part of cation–pi interactions. The cation–pi

interactions of Arg–Gua pairs are the most stable and

the cation–Cyt pairs have unfavorable energies. For

purine bases, somewhat more cation–pi interactions are

formed through 5-atom rings than those through 6-atom

Base/amino acid

Gua–Arg

–Lys

Ade–Arg

–Lys

Ura–Arg

–Lys

Cyt–Arg

–Lys

Table 2. Average energies of cation–pi interactions between amino acids and RNA bases (in kcal/mol)

∆Etotal***

–5.05 (1.09)

–2.84 (1.36)

–3.01 (0.65)

–2.45 (0.61)

–2.27 (1.4)

–1.37 (1.38)

0.86 (1.83)

0.80 (2.43)

∆Evdw**

–0.66 (0.32)

–0.25 (0.24)

–0.75 (0.38)

–0.23 (0.16)

–0.67 (0.28)

–0.26 (0.23)

–0.50 (0.17)

–0.20 (0.23)

∆Eele*

–4.39 (0.89)

–2.59 (1.23)

–2.26 (0.36)

–2.22 (0.59)

–1.60 (1.35)

–1.11 (1.26)

1.36 (1.75)

1.00 (2.51)

Note: The standard deviations are given in parentheses.

* ∆Eele, electrostatic energy.

** ∆Evdw, van der Waals energy.

*** ∆Etotal, total interaction energy.

CE

–1.06 (0.53)

–0.68 (0.21)

–0.33 (0.28)

Table 3. Average interaction energies of cation–pi pairs involving different cationic groups (in kcal/mol)

NZ

–3.42 (1.09)

–2.21 (0.44)

–0.96 (1.03)

CD

–0.52 (0.21)

–0.35 (0.13)

–0.24 (0.15)

CZ

–5.05 (0.83)

–3.22 (0.32)

–2.42 (1.27)

Base

Gua

Ade

Ura

Lys

Note: The standard deviations are given in parentheses.

Arg
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rings, with percentages 54 and 46%, respectively.

Additionally, it was found that unpaired bases take part

in cation–pi interactions 2.5 times as often as paired

bases. The cation–pi interactions show specificity to

sequence and structures. All these results are helpful to

understand the mechanism of protein–RNA specific

recognition.
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